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Lonely Wolf was bored. Plain bored. There was nothing to do but stare at yourself, but that was boring. Lonely Wolf sighed. She had no friends, that’s why she was called Lonely Wolf. She had thick black hair and a grey dirty top with ripped jeans. Suddenly she heard some mumbling that saw a fat woman dressed in a blue outfit with shiny blonde hair covered in makeup holding a microphone.

“And we are here at the most unpopular place in Poptropica. Poptropica towers! All you can do here is sit, but there is supposed to be some sort of secret legend here, somewhere in the clouds.” The woman exclaimed. Lonely Wolf turned and stared. Secret legend? Impossible. Nothing was here but towers and pot plants. They must be at the wrong place, thought Lonely Wolf. Suddenly the woman approached her.

“Here is a local. Do you know anything about the secret legend deep within the clouds?” Asked the woman cheerfully. A camera man pointed the camera at her face and the lady put the microphone to Lonely Wolf’s faint pink lips.

“No. There’s nothing here. All there is pot plants, weirdo tourists and that statue. So you’re wasting your time. I’m sure that secret legend is on another island.” Groaned Lonely Wolf.

“How can you be sure?” The woman asked.

“Look. How can there be anything here. This place is boring and dumb. There’s no magical unicorns or UFOs or flying potatoes.” Lonely Wolf sighed.

“Have you looked hard enough? Climb up buildings and stare? Watch the clouds?” The woman smiled showing her shiny teeth. Lonely Wolf was bored. Plain bored. There was something cold land on her head. She looked up and saw the woman looking at that statue. They won’t find any outside the Soda Pop Shop. They were crazy, excused herself. She shook her head at the lady.

“Wolf muttered something under her breath and walked off. Drama queen, it’s just rain, it’s not like the clouds are magical, thought Lonely Wolf. But this rain wasn’t ordinary rain. Oh no. This was magical rain created by the gods.

“No magic in the clouds huh?” Whispered a voice from the clouds.

“I’ll show her.”

Lonely Wolf pulled herself into the Soda Pop shop to escape the rain. She looked outside and saw dark clouds forming.

“We’ve never had such a storm!” exclaimed the Soda Pop shop waitress. Some poptropicans were huddled in a corner. Some were watching. Some were singing in the rain. Oh please, it’s just a little storm, no big deal, thought Lonely Wolf staring at the scared Poptropicans. She then saw the fat woman from before coming inside. Oh great, thought Lonely Wolf.

“News is just in that a terrible storm has hit Early Poptropica! This is a world first! Will we survive? Coming soon for more updates on the storm.” Cut the woman cheered. Ugh, this is stupid, thought Lonely Wolf.

“Not for long, soon it won’t be stupid. It will be destructive.” whispered the voice. Suddenly everything got weirder. Signs were blowing everywhere. Everyone was now freaking out. Even Lonely Wolf was a little bit frightened. Okay, I guess now signs are falling off, I suppose that’s bad, but no reason to scream at the top of your lungs, thought Lonely Wolf. She looked outside and the dark clouds were getting thicker and heavier. Just staring at them made you feel heavy. Just staring at them made you feel like you were going to die. Lonely Wolf. She looked outside and saw fire everywhere and cracks in the ground. Lonely Wolf was so scared it was like a force field. She kept going and until she reached the woman.

“Grasp my hand now, uh whatever your name is.” Cried Lonely Wolf, reaching for the woman.

“Grab my hand now, uh whatever your name is.” Cried Lonely Wolf, reaching out her hand.

“My name is Spotted Tiger.” Replied Spotted Tiger. She grabbed Lonely Wolf’s hand and together they ran down the building, avoiding lightning bolts and rocks.

“Thank you so much! I owe my life to you.” Exclaimed Spotted Tiger.

“What’s your name?”

“I’m Lonely Wolf.” Lonely Wolf replied as they both panted heavily. Lonely Wolf noticed that Spotted Tiger wasn’t fat anymore.

“No offence, but weren’t you fatter?”

Asking a nicely fat woman with thick black hair and a grey dirty top with ripped jeans. Suddenly she heard some mumbling that saw a fat woman dressed in a blue outfit with shiny blonde hair covered in makeup holding a microphone.

“YOU WILL DIE!” screamed Zeus. Until someone yelled STOP! Everyone froze dead in their tracks. Zeus was holding a sword a pointing at Athena. He looked at who said ‘stop’. He gasped. It was Lonely Wolf.

“Listen, Gods. I know you’re fighting and causing destruction, but this is my fault, I know what I said and I shouldn’t have done it. Besides Zeus, Athena is your daughter. You can’t kill her. I guess I just get angry and think the wrong things because I’m lonely. Now, please stop fighting?” Lonely Wolf asked. Zeus looked her straight in the eyes. Spotted tiger turned to her in shock.

“Fine. We will stop.” He looked at Athena. She smiled at him.

“And we will fix Early Poptropica.” He groaned. He mumbled some words and magically everything returned to normal.

“No such magic?” Spotted Tiger jeered at Lonely Wolf. Lonely Wolf smiled and nodded. She turned to Zeus.

“I will be back.” He whispered. She watched him disappear in the distance.

“Oh by the way, you’re not lonely anymore. I’m your friend now.” Spotted tiger whispered, putting her arm around Lonely Wolf. Lonely Wolf smiled, wondering what their next adventure would be.
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Hair: Monster Carnival, girl at 'Test Your Strength!'
Fringe: Triton, Mythology Island, it goes off on non-SUI islands.
Eye patch: Skullduggery Island, any pirate that has it,
Wings: Tinkerbell ad, add kawaiipanda_ (me) to get it.
Necklace: Lady with white skin in Astroknights mill.
Shirt: Slantedfish
Belt: Common rooms
Skirt: Add blackskirt

by kawaiipanda_

Hair: Fairy Queen Costume
Fringe: Guy near TV World in Reality TV for front
fringe, random people in Mythology for side fringe
Kimono: Red Dragon Island
Teddy bear: look up Pop Glitches & Cheats on YouTube
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Hair: SOS Island, third girl you save
Fringe: Random people in Mythology
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Hair: Veruca Salt, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Fringe: Random people in Mythology
Whiskers: customizable cat cheat (search YouTube)
Jacket: Charlie, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Shirt: Girl in the mill, Astroknights
Belt: Add kawaiipanda_
Tail: Satyr, Mythology
Skirt: When you make a new account.
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Hair: Realms Biomes Hat, Ice
Fringe: Random people in Mythology
Whiskers: customizable cat cheat
(search YouTube)
Shirt and skirt: Girl wearing a hat in
Cryptids
Wand: Magician, Store
Tail: Satyr, Mythology

by slantedfish

Crown and blush: Fairy Queen costume
girls) from the Store
Tail: Chemical X goblin from Monster Carni-
vail (use SUI customize glitch)
Customize hair, bangs, scarf, shirt, paint-
brush, and studded belt from slantedfish
(add her as a friend)
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Hair, shirt, skirt: When you make a new account
Fringe: Girl with a hat, Cryptids
Microphone thing: Lunar Colony, "Up is down, left
is right' photo.
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Hair: Monster Carnival, girl at 'Test Your Strength!'
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